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ABSTRACT

This report presents a proposed project for Information Technology Final Year Project (FYP)

which will be carried out for two semesters. This report highlights objectives, problem statement,

scope of study and methodology of the project. The project has three objectives which are to
develop a web based Final Year Project Proposal Management System, to improve information
and communication system in FTP community and to perform a research and development of

intelligent software agent for web based application. The idea of the project derived from five

problem statements which are no formal and integrated management system for FYP proposal,

lack ofinformation and communication in FYP community, slow process ofproposal approval and

assignment of supervisor, usability of automated system to assist human work and the needs of

features to manage FYP efficiently. The scope of study for this project is the full development of

web based system for FYP proposal management and research and development in intelligent

software agent. The project used an incremental software development process as a methodology

and requiredcommon web based development tools.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Final Year Project (FYP) is a compulsory subject for all final year UTP students

which is a design or research-based subject. It requires students to do research,

design and/or development work in each discipline, especially on real-world

problems. Student will work under the guidance of supervisor which has been

assigned by the FYP coordinator or has been selected by the student. Basically a

team comprising of FYP Committee, Coordinator, Supervisor, Advisor, Examiner

and Students is formed for managing the final year project paper. Among the

processes in FYP are:

• Submission ofTitles and Project Synopsis

• Approval on Project Title, Synopsis and Assignment of Supervisor

• Selection and Prioritization of Project Titles

• Allocation ofApproved Project Title

• Submission of Preliminary Report

• Approval for Purchase and Usage ofResources and Services

• Submission ofProgress Report

• Submission of Interim/Final Draft

The full process flow of the project will be shown in the Appendix since in this

report only a few processes will be highlighted as the related issues to be

discussed.

In submission oftitles and project synopsis, the students will propose their project

title with a brief discussion about the proposal in written format to any lecturer
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that usually related to area of research for the specific project. The selection of

lecturer is made by the student which he or she is going to supervise the student

throughout the completion of the project. One lecturer is subjected to supervise

maximum of ten students concurrently. Thus, if the quota is fully filled, the

student should propose the project to other available lecturers with the same area

of specialization. Student may submit the proposal up to three different proposals.

The next process is approval on project title, synopsis and assignment of

supervisor. In this part, lecturers will discuss all proposals received with FYP

Committee and they will decide whether to approve the proposals or not. During

this time, the FYP committee confirms the assignment of supervisor to a group of

students within the related areas. Once the project title and supervisor are

confirmed, the students can start their planning for the specific project and

schedule a meeting with supervisor.

The student is required to submit a preliminary report as an initial proposal for the

project and the supervisor will assess the report and submit the marks to the FYP

Coordinator. The progress of project will be observed by the supervisor and

student is required to submit the progress in a log book format. If the supervisor

wants to request on behalf of the student for purchase of consumables and

equipment, technical support, related resources and visit for data collection, he or

she is required to forward the request to FYP Coordinator and FYP coordinator

will forward it to FYP Chairman for approval.

The student is required to submit a progress report with the guidance of

supervisor. The supervisor will assess the report and submit the marks to FYP

Coordinator. The rest of the processes are the submission of Interim Report, oral

presentation, submission of bound copy ofproject dissertation and grading for the

project which considered as final phases in FYP.

In this project, a web based system will be developed to form a system that can

handle all processes mentioned. Generally, the system will consist of four sections
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which are proposal section, data section, marks section and archive section. The

proposal section will focus on proposal submission by student and classification

of proposal in term of area of research. The data section will focus on assigning

supervisor, grouping of students and supervisor, project timeline, meeting

scheduling, progress tracking and submission of reports. The marks section will

rule out the procedure of giving marks to the reports and for the whole project.

The archive section will focus on archiving the currently completed projects and

resources related to all past projects.

The research area in this project is the development of intelligent software agent

The system will be using an intelligent software agent to assist data processing

and handling. It will be developed to work in web environment system and

manage to process information precisely. The software agent is very important in

this system to support decision making such as determining areas of research in

proposal, assigning the specific lecturer based on proposal, grouping the student

in specific research area, sorting mechanism and lots more. The software agent

will be responsible for matchmaking and brokering the proposal at first and from

there it will determine the other things like grouping and assigning to lecturer for

supervision. The system is expected to work in intranet environment with the

accessibility within the campus.

1.2 Problem Statement

Basically, there are a few problems initiallythat led to the idea of developing FYP

Proposal management system. Here, the issues will be discussed one by one:

1. No formal and integrated management system for FYP

The current situation of the FYP proposal management is that it does not have any

automation system to support all the processes in one single system. Basically, the
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current system is more to manual work starting from the beginning of the FYP

process which is the submissionof proposal

2. Lack of information and communication in FYP community

Since it does not have any formal portal for the subject itself, it is hard to deliver

the information regarding the subject to all person involved in FYP. This problem

contributes to the lack ofcommunication among the FYP community.

3. Slow process of proposal approval and assignment of supervisor

This primary problem has led to the other matters such as a slow process of

proposal approval and assigning supervisor to the student. The process of

assigning topic to the related lecturer's area of specialization can be categorized

as semi-technical work as it combines decision making with specific criteria

which determined by human and logics.

4. Usability of automated system to assist human work

Most of technical work can be automated as long as it has the logic inside. But the

concern is when it needs human intervention to make the process more accurate

rather than too limited to the current configuration. To assign Final Year Project

(FYP) topic to the related lecturer's area of specialization is going to involve two

mechanism which is system logic based on specific input criteria and intelligent

engine that acts as 'human' who determines the output of the system. It will be

more than just assigning topic to the lecturers since it must concern the limit of

number of students to be supervised and multiple proposals from each of the

students.
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5. The needs of features to manage FYP efficiently

In other issues, there are a few other functions need to be highlighted to clarify the

significant of the new development of FYP system such as the proposal approval

status, progress tracking, online report submission, coordinator/supervisor

announcementmethod and coordinator decision support modules. These functions

generally help the system to overcome the current problem of the FYP

management for each of the specific process.

1.3 Objective and Scope of Study

The objectives of the project are:

1. To develop a web based FYP Proposal Management System

2. To improveinformationand communication systemin FYP community.

3. To perform a research and development of intelligent software agent for web

based application.

The scope of study for this project is a full development of intranet web based

application which accessible within the campus by the authorized users. The

system basically serves two major functions which is one as the automation

systemto manage FYP Proposal processes as mentioned earlier and the other one

as the information based system that integrate and deliver information to the

people involved in FYP.

During the development of the web based application, the research will be

focused on intelligent software agent. Intelligent software will be developed and it

will be integrated with the application to work in web environment system. It will

serve a lot of functions such as matchmaking and brokering the proposal,

determining area of research, sorting and searching mechanism, data processing

and information gathering.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

As mentioned earlier in the Objective and Scope of Study section, the research

element in this project is based on intelligent software agent. Since the impact of

usability of this intelligent software agent for the whole development, it is a good

thing to revise what is the intelligent software agent is all about. This is to ensure that

the research focus achieves the objective of the project as it will be the biggest

contribution for the whole development of FYP Proposal System.

Intelligent software agent is defined as a piece of software which performs a given

task using information acquired from its environment to act in suitable manner so as

to complete the task successfully. The softwareshouldbe able to adapt itself based on

changes occurringin its environment, so that a changein circumstances will still yield

the intended result [1], At minimum, an agent must run asynchronously and the

degree of agency is enhanced if an agent represents a user in some way. A more

advanced agent can interact with other entities such as data, applications or services.

Further advanced agents can collaborate and negotiate with other agents. What

exactly makes an agent "intelligent" is something that is hard to define. A workable

definition in this case is the degree of reasoning and learned behavior which is the

ability of the agent to accept the user's statement of goals and carry out the task

delegated to it. [2-3] At minimum, there can be some statement of preferences,

perhaps in the form of rules with an inference engine or some other reasoning

mechanism to act on these preferences. Higher levels of intelligence include a user

model or some other form of understanding and reasoning about what a user wants

done and planning the means to achieve this goal [4].

There is one good reason why a fairly concise definition of an agent that can meet

with general needs of the FYP system such as matchmaking and brokering
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information. So when considering just exactly what an agent is and whichaspects of

it are very important and which are less important, the objective of the system would

not be overlooked.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

In this section, I will discuss two important things in the methodology for this project

which are process identification and tools required. Process identification will focus

on the technique will be used to develop the software and tools required will explain

the equipment neededfor the development and operation.

3.1 Process Identification

In order to identify the process for the software development, a software process

model has been used to find the correct technique to develop the software. A software

processusuallyconsistsof four basic activities whichare:

• Software specification

• Software design and implementation

• Software validation

• Software evolution

Software specification defines the functionality of the software and constrains on its

operations. The defined specification will be produced in software design and

implementation. In order to ensure that the design and implementation meet the

specification, software validation will be performed. The changes in specification

requiredthe softwareto evolve to meet the changingrequirement over the time.

Since this project may require change of requirement from time to time during the

development, there is a need to support process iteration where parts of the processes

are repeated as system requirements evolve. The system design and implementation

work must be reworked to implement the changed requirements.
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Thus, a hybrid model for software process is chosen to help the process iteration in

this project. An incremental development approach is used to support the software

process. The following figure shows the development model in this project using

incremental development approach:

/Define outline
I requirements

l Develop system\
I increment /

"*

_^/ Validate
~^\ increment

Figure 3.1

•^J Validate
~^\ system >

7\
Final system

In software specification, there are three phases to be used for this project which are

requirement elicitation and analysis, requirement specification and requirement

validation. Requirement elicitation and analysis is the process of deriving the system

requirements through observation of existing system, discussionwith potential users,

task analysis and so on. Requirement specification is the activity of translating the

information gathered during the analysis into a set of requirements document. It is

consist of user requirements and system requirements. The last phase, requirement

validation is the activity to check the requirements for realism, consistency and

completeness. The following figures illustrate the phases in requirement

identification:
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and analysis

±.
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^{ Requirement specification j^
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User and system

requirements
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Requirement vafidation J

_\k_
^[Requirements
>J documents

Figure 3.2

In software design and implementation, at the current phase, an architectural design

has been developed to give the overview of the FYP Management System. The

following figure illustrates the general overview of the system:

FYP Management System

«subsystem»
Process Automation

Manages proposal submission, \
proposal approval

•and supervisor assignment,
report submission
and assessment

«subsystem»
Information Based

Manages information, -—=*
documentation

and archive

Figure 3.3
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According to the illustration, the system consists of two subsystems which are

Process Automation subsystem and Information Based subsystem. Process

Automation is responsible to manage proposal submission of student, the proposal

approval and supervisor assignment process, reports submission and assessment.

Logically all of these processes are sequential which means one process is followed

by the next process. The Information Based is responsible to manage information and

documentation of Final Year Project and archive for the recently completed project.

This subsystem will focus on information delivery about Final Year Project including

all necessary documentation related to FYP andsearching function for recent projects

documentation.

The following figures illustrate the components for both subsystems Process

Automation and Information Based in their own subsystem architecture:

«subsystem»
Process Automation

1 1

Proposal submission
Proposal approval

and supervisor
assignment

1

Assessment ' Report submission

Figure 3.4
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recent project

Information
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Documentation
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Figure 3.5

In software validation, the process is intended to show that this system conforms to

its specification and that the system meets the expectations of the potential users. It

involves checking processes such as inspections and reviews at each stage of the

software process from user requirement definition toprogram development. The FYP

Proposal Management System isconsidered as large systems built out ofsub-systems

which are built out of modules which are composed of procedures and functions.

Thus, the testing process should proceed in stages where testing is carried out

incrementally in conjunction with system implementation. For this project, there will

be five stages of in the testing process which are unit testing, module testing, sub

system testing, system testing and acceptance testing. The following figure illustrates

this testing process in conjunction with software process for this project.
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/Requirements
I specification

System
specification

System
design

Detailed

design

Service

Acceptance
test plan

Acceptance
test

System integration
test plan

System
integration test

Sub-system
integration test plan

Sub-system
integration test

Figure 3.6

Module and

unit code and test

3.2 Tools Required

The development of FYP Proposal (FYP) Management System is going to require a

few tools and equipment during the development and implementation. The tools are

usually common in web based system development and they are:

• Web platform - Active Server Pages (ASP)

• Web programming tools - Microsoft Development Environment

• Web server - Internet Information Services (IIS)

• Operating system - Microsoft Windows 2000 Server

• Database Management System - Microsoft SQL 2000
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main content of this section is the discussion of progress for the project until the

date of this report written. The discussion will be carried out according to the

modules developed in the system. Some of the modules are still in development

which would not be discussed in this report.

Basically, the system serves 3 types of users for different purposes. The 3 types of

users as mentioned earlier are Student, Supervisor and Coordinator. All users will be

able to access 3 main modules; Proposals, Messages and Account Setting. By the

way, each module has different functions for each type of user. For instance,

Proposals module allows Student to submit proposal while for Supervisor the

function is to approve the proposal and for Coordinator one of the function is to

manage the system how to handle proposals submitted by students. Eachmodule will

be discussed in detail in the next part.

4.1 Core Modules

Seven important modules have been completed for this project until now. These

seven modules serves are developed for Student and Supervisor, the most crucial

users in the system. All modules for coordinator are still in development and the

discussion will be reported in the final dissertation.
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LOGIN module

m::mtwm:«KE j*«m WSFJ* W *§*tkmc

User ID:
:

Password: :

j LOGIN | j CLEAR |

Figure 4.1

As far as the login concept is concern, the purpose of LOGIN module (Figure 4.1) is

to provide user authentication for the user of this system. Once the user has provided

the correct login information, the system will validate the user from the database to

determine the user's type which is needed in order to bring the user to the correct

modules inthe system. Since the system serves for three different types of users, thus

it provides 3 different interfaces for each user to differentiate theusage of the system

itself. The different interfaces will be seen much clearer in the next modules

discussed.

The user ID used in this system is based on student/staff ID. The coordinator will be

responsible to import the list of students' IDs and lecturers' IDs qualified for Final

Year Project to the system. The coordinator will be provided necessary functions to

setup the account for all users. For instance, users will be provided initial password

for the first time loginand theyare required to change the password lateron.
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MAIN module

PROPOSALS vlFSSACES ACCOUNT SETTING

Logged in user: Md Hakim Saleh (Student)

Deadline for proposal submission

The following Is the deadline for the proposal submission: 21 July 2006 Friday

Proposal

Software for Bookstore

System for Timetable

PROPOSAL STATUS

Figure 4,2a Main Module - User: Student

Wi&i&*&Wrtu£ »m&&w&&&-**

Posted by: NordirtZsksrfa

Oate; 6/19/2006 9:49:14 AM

Group Supervisor Status : Action

Software Engineering Shuib Basri Approved

Software Engineering Pending

Confirm

&&MWJE'Tii*i.
PROPOSALS 'vltSSftGES ftrCOUNT SETTING

Logged in user: Shuib Basri (Supervisor)

Deadline for proposal submission

The following is the deadline for the proposal submission: 213uly 2006 Friday

No proposal has been rejected

PROPOSALS

SUPERVISEES

Baifijt Falfhri Ahmad Zaim -INDUSTRIAL INTERNSHIP MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Figure 4.2b Main Module - User: Supervisor

Posted by: Nordin Zaksrfe

Date: 6/19/2006 9:49:14 AM
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PROPOSA1 ACCOUNT SIITTF'

Loosed in user: Nordin Zakaria (Administrator)

ANNOUNCEMENT

Deadline for proposal submission

The following is the deadline for the proposal submission: 21 July 2006 Friday

Perilling for approval

Student

Salmiah Sulong

Md Hakim Sateh

Nurulaziah Zaki

Approved

Student

Nurulaziah Zaki

Md Hakim Saleh

Rejected

FKOCKtSS OVERVIEW

PROPOSALS

L^SS^SSln«c {Shakirah Mohd TaibfloaraBatQrToojs using RS5 _
!5v5rflmfar:Tim&tabtB IRqzana Kasbpn
!^.a^riT^faPiri jnetmi Md Rais
^Semantic Wav

bupervisoi'

•SSS&iS&CJI^0^ iSaipuridam Mahamad
shuib Basri.fioftMarafarBOTfoftnj

No proposal has been rejected
Confirmed

Student Supervisor

Posted by: Nordin Zakaria

Date: 6/19/2006 9:49:14 AM

E-Commerce

Software Engineering

Knowledge Management

Software Engineering

Software Engineering

Figure4.2c Main Module - User: Administrator

At a glance, the above figures (Figure 4.2) show the main page when the user has

successfully logged in. The system has detected that the user's type and thus bring the

user to this main page and all the modules accessible for Student, Supervisor and

Coordinator have been preset.

As an introduction for all modules in this system from the main page, we will start

with the header menu (Figure 4.3). The header menu contains five main modules;

PROPOSALS/REPORTS, MESSAGES, ACCOUNT SETTING, SCHEDULE and

ARCHIVE. These menus provide access to the specific pageof eachmodule.
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PROPOSALS MESSAGES AC< OIJ'M" SFHTIN'S

Figure 4.3

Right below the menu bar is the logged in user's name followed by announcement

box and the posted information (Figure 4.4). The announcement is displayed every

time the user logged in and the announcement that will be displayed is the latest one

while the recent announcement can be found in MESSAGES module.

Logged in user: Saiful Fakhri Bin Ahmad Zairo (Student)

HI all.

All FYP students Part 2 are required to submit your PROGRESSREPORTthe latest by end of March.
Posted by; Nordin Zakaria

Gste: 12/3/2006

Figure 4.4

The next table displayed below the announcement box is the Status information for

the user (Figure 4.5). In this case it provides general information about the proposal

status, group that the user belongs to and reports submission status. Proposal status

will indicate how many proposals have been submitted and the approval status for

each proposal submitted. Group status will indicate the group of research the student

belongs to and his or her supervisor's name. Technically the group information is

available only when the proposalhas been approved by the respective supervisor. The

reports status will indicate the submission status for each type of reports required in

Final Year Project. For example if the progress report has been submitted, the status

will be indicated as Submitted next to the report's type.
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Proposal

GHG Research Assistant Systems -
Approved -

Visual Remote VeNde Trackingand
Monitoring System - Discard -

Group

E-Commerce

Supervisor; Maziina Mehat

Figure 4.5

PROPOSAL module (USER: STUDENT)

You have submitted 2 prnpnsal(s). You can submit 1 more proposal(s)

Project Title:;

: Problem Statement:

Objectives:

Research Group: \SoftwareEngineering

yiJBMI'l \it:;W PROPOSAL

Final Dissertation o 24

Reports

Preliminary report - Submitted -

Interim report - Submitted -

Weekly report - Week 4 -

Progress report - Pending -

Final report - Pending -

Figure 4.6a - Submit Proposal - User: Student
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Tri'TBiff

PROPOSAL AfrOIJisjT SI-"TT1\G

Logged in user: Shuib Basri (Supervisor)

:< Back to Proposal page

Proposer's name: Saiful Fakhri Ahmad Zaim

Email: saifui.fakhri@gmaiI,com

Project Title: INDUSTRIAL INTERNSHIP MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Problem Statement:

The student industrial internship programme needs to be
managed more efficient since out of other programmes offered
for student, industrial internship is the most complicated
programme to handle by the management since it involves
outside people. Thus, UTP should be equipped aith a system

ID: 3429

Contact NO.: 012-4079810

Objectives:
jl. To provide a sreb based, extranet system to manage the *j
'industrial internship program from the very beginning of the >.j
process to the final process in industrial internship —;
jmanagement. \
j2. To emphasize the research on intelligent engine for v.j

Summary^

JThe primary focus for this research project is to provide a *j
jweb based system using extranet environment for the =1
'industrial internshin management. The taraet users for this

Figure 4.6b- Submit Proposal - User: Supervisor

Accessible from menu bar under the PROPOSALS, this module is purposely for the

students to submit their proposals up to 3 different proposals. At the top of the page

under the menu bar is the notification of how many proposals have been submitted

and how many more can besubmitted. Below the notice box is the proposal template

thatwillbe used to send a proposal. Just like the current manual process, theusers are

required to fill inthe information inthe text areas given and hit the button SUBMIT

to send the proposal through the system. At the back end of the system, the proposal

will be analyzed using the intelligent agent to identify which group the proposal is

belongs to. Once the group has been identified, the proposal will be sent to the

available lecturer in thatparticular group. The availability of lecturer is determined by

the number of supervisees currently assigned to him or her. When the lecturer

received the proposal, then the next step is the approval process from his orher point

of view whichwill be discussed in detail in the Supervisor modulessection.
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MESSAGES module

PROPOSALS

6/19/2006 9:49:14 AM

6/19/2006 9'49 31 AM

6A9/2006 9:46:52 AM

6/lfl/2Q06 5:59:16 PM

From

Nordm Zakaria

Nordin Zalcana

AttflfltibruflteasffiE

Subject

TO: I«««««« SUPERVISOR»»»» ^1

SUBJECT:!

MESSAGE:

Final Dissertation o 26

ACCOUMl St-Hll^G

Logged in user: Saiful Fakhri Ahmad Zaim (Student)

COMPOSE MESSAGE

SEND RESET

Received

6/13/20064:36:53 PM 'fitittt;

6/19/2006 10:02:44 AH 'Qtim'

Figure 4.8a Message - User: Student
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ffinalTparffmjPct * ». O I* O £ A. H-

PROPOSAL1 MESSAGES ACCOUNT-SETTING

Logged in user: Nordin Zakaria (Administrator)

RECENT ANNOUNCEMENT

6/19/2006 9;49;14 AM sftfajfttt far BEBoaSal ja&faisBJBB

6/19/2806 9:48:31 AM '•ha6rtB^aq.Afl^tiftyanfiBflf Uttlfe.&ftt
6/19/2006 9:46:52 AM | AttBntkarufflaagB EHftfem waUTJraml|
6/18/2006 5:59:16 PM iftiftfitjsal ^"ufarfflSSHm

SUBJECT: j

MESSAGE:

-COMPOSE ANNOUNCEMENT

[-SEND |[ RESET]

Figure 4.8b Message (announcement) - User: Administrator

Next to PROPOSALS menu (from the bar menu) is the MESSAGES menu which

will redirect the userto MESSAGES module page (Figure 4.8). The functions of this

module are to display recent announcement, messages received (Inbox) and to

provide message composer. The Recent Announcement section inFigure 4.8 listed all

recent announcement have been posted by the coordinator or administrator.

Immediately below the announcement section is Inbox section. This section serves

similarly to Inbox function inany email program. In this system, the Inbox stores all

the messages received either from supervisors orcoordinator/administrator.

Below the Inbox section is Compose Message (shown separately in Figure 4,9) that

provides the user with message composer function. In this case, the user can send the
message to his or her supervisor, lecturers in the same research group and
administrator. This group of people is listed in the composer and the user can simply

choose from the list and send the message.
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TO:' Dr Ahmad Karoil Mahmood v

SUB3ECT: j___

MESSAGE: _ .
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SEND RESET

Figure 4.9

ACCOUNT SETTING module (USER: STUDENT)

proposal1:

ttiMW&ieraEra*nBm*jr- -m v&*wm ac

Ml~-S" SAGES

Profile

Name: Saifu! Fakhri Ahmad Zaim

ID; 3429

Programme: InformationTechnology

Email: sairutfakhri@gmail.com©fit

Contact iio: 012-4079810 £dfc

Logged in user: Saiful Fakhri Ahmad Zaim(Student)

Change Password

Original password-

New password:

Confirm password:

Save ](Reset

Figure 4.10a Setting- User: Student
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FinalirParPrnjPr.r *> JEV O I* O «f Jk I.

MAWACrSMEVX SJYSTEM

PROPOSALS

User 10

3310

2347

3378

3429

3475

9000

User ID Name i

AC COUNTSTHING

Logged in user: Nordin Zakaria (Administrator)

STUDENT ACCOUNT SETTING

Name

Md Hakim Saleh

Md Shahrul Nairn

NuruiaziahZafei
Saiful Fakhri Ahmad Zaim

Satmiah Sulong

The Juggernut

Program
Reset

Password

Information Technology Edit gtesafr

Information System £dit Re^t

Information Technology : adit Reset

Information Technology Edit Reset

Information System :&dii Reset

Information Technology Edit Reset

Program' • Save

Figure 4.10b Setting - User: Admin

SUPERVISOR ACCOUNT SETTING

User ID ! Name Group Rank Edit

1111 Baharum Baharudin Artificial intelligence 1 Edit

1118 Norshuhani Zamin Artificial Intelligence i 2 £tft

1090 Jack Bauer Artificial Intelligence ; 3 Edit

1127 Anang Hudaya Muhamad Amin E-Commerce 3 EJt

1113 Shakirah Mohd Taib E-Commerce • 1 Edit

; 1120 Mazeyanti Mohd Ariffin E-Commerce 2 Edit

1124 Syarifah Bahiyah Rahayu Syed Mansoor GIS 2 Edit

1117 Wan Fatimah Wan Ahmad GIS . 1 Edit

| 1131 Utbah Zainuddin GIS . 3 Edit

i 1130 j Helmi Md Rais Knowledge Management 3 £dt

1116 Hatabi Hasbullah Knowledge Management 1 §&

1123 Suhaimi Abdul Rahman Knowledge Management 2 Edit

1125 Ahmad Kamil Mahmood Knowledge Management . 4 Ei&

1122 Abas Md Said Multimedia/Graphics • 2 Edit

1115 Jafreezal Jaafar Multimedia/Graphics 1 Edit

1129 Vivian Yong Suet Peng Multimedia/Graphics 3 SJ£

1128 Dayang Rohana Awang Rambli Networking , 3 Edit

1114 Khairul Shafee Khalid Networking : 1 Eft

1121 Mohd Fadzil Hassan Networking 2 Edit

1119 Rozana Kasbon Software Engineering 2 Edit

1126 Saipunidzam Mahamad Software Engineering . 3 Edit

1112 Shuib Basri Software Engineering 1 Edit

i\FW SUPERVJ ;or

User IDi _ j' Name i' Group Software Engineering v| jSave

Figure 4.10c Setting - User: Admin
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Accessible from the menu bar, ACCOUNT SETTING menu will redirect the user to

ACCOUNT SETTING module page (Figure 4.10). The function of this module is to

allow the user to view, edit the profile and to change the password. For user type

Student, the editabledetail is only for Email and ContactNumber. On the same page,

the user can change the passwordfor the loginpurpose.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

As a conclusion for this report, here I would like to highlight some advantages ofthis

project. The system will be well designed and developed according to the detail

process identification in the software process. Thus, the development of the system

will be right on track by following the planning for the whole system. Based on the

recent analytical study, this project is relevant to the current situation of existing

system of FYP Proposal management. It is due to the method of resolving the current

problems in FYP Proposal management by the development of this web based

system. The system is expected to solve the problems by providing a lot of

automation functions to assist the processes in FYP which are carried out manually

for the current time. With the capability of managing and delivering information via

theweb system, thetarget of thesystem is to provide effective communication among

the FYP community itself and better solution for information look-out. This can be

achieved with the development of subsystem specifically for managing information

and documentation of FYP and archiving for the recently completed project. All of

these advantages willbe achieved through a good planning for theentire development

process of this project.
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RECOMMENDATION

Since the system has been developed for a very specific purpose with and with limited

functionalities, a few recommendations have beenmade for further improvement of this

system.

• Archive for all proposals for reference

o This function is expected to be added in orderto assist student and lecturer

to browse through all recent proposals. The reason is, student might want

to know what kind of projects already carried out in FYP. This will help

the student to come out with a new idea and avoid repeating submission of

the same topic unintentionally.

• Time constrain functions

o The system currently is designed to support the submission of proposal at

any time whichmeans there is no due date or deadline for the submission.

The improved system later is expected to have a function that can set a

deadline for the submission as well as restrict the submission later than the

date. This is correlatedto the policy to improve time effectiveness for the

whole FYP progress.

• Editable submitted proposal

o All proposals that have been submitted through this system are not

allowed to be edited in term of its content. The improved system is

expected to have a function thatcanallow the proposal to be edited by the

submitter under a controlled condition that might be necessary. This is to

improve the flexibility of the system to be manipulated at certain cases

like for example the proposal has been approved but the content needs to

be changed for some reasons.
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FYP Process Flow
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APPENDIX II:

FYP Final

Presentation Slides
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FYP Proposal
Management System

By
Saiful Fakhri Bin Ahmad Zaim
3429
Information Technology

Introduction

Problem Statement

• Mismatch between the project and the
supervision

• Unequal number of students supervised

• Stow process of proposal approval

• Lack of information and communication

m
Presentation Outline
m Introduction

• Background of Project

* Problem Statement

• Objectives and Scope of Project

• Methodology
• Process Identification

• Tools Required
• Discussion

• Recommendation & Conclusion

a Product Demonstration

a References

m
Background of Project

• FYP proposal as a kick starter to carry out the project
through out the year.

• Student submits proposal to any lecturer usuaHy related
to area of research for that project

• Web based system to manage proposal through the
process of submission, grouping, approval and
confirmation.

• Research in intelligent software agent

m

Objectives

• To develop a web based system for
proposal management

• To solve the problem of
• Mismatch between the project and the supervision
• Unequal number of students supervised

a Slow process of proposal approval

• lack of information and communication



Scope of Project

• Full development of intranet web based
application

• Research and development of intelligent
software agent

m
Process Identification

• Incremental Development Approach

•Software specification

•Software design and implementation

•Software validation

Tools Required

a Web platform - Active Server Pages (ASP)

• Web programming tools - Microsoft Development
Environment

• Web server- Internet Information Services (IIS)

• Operating system for server- MicrosoftWindows 2000
Server

• Database Management System - Microsoft SQL Server
2000

Methodology

IP
Process Identification...cont

Discussion
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Users Requirement

• Student
• Submit proposal
• Confirm proposal

• Supervisor
• Approve or reject proposal

• Coordinator
• Observe the progress
• Manage users account

w
System Requirement...cont

• Proposal module
• Process flow (next slide)

Supervisor
selection

process

m
System Requirement

• Proposal module
• Match the proposal with the supervisor based on

defined procedure

• Indicate the status of submitted proposal

• Message module
• Perform simple messaging function (send, receive,

archive)

• Account Setting module
• Password and particulars management

m

Proposal
submission

process

w

Proposal
approval
process

NotifetHw <*!•}«*



Proposal
confirmation

process

Recommendation

& Conclusion

m
Conclusion

• Relevant to the needs of current situation

• Feasible - function and purpose

• Capable to solve the addressed problem

• Accurate in managing proposal

• Reduce the time taken for approval
process

m
Limitations

• Student can't choose supervisor
• Digitalformat of proposal - no print out
• Limitedfunction of messaging
• Submitted proposal cannot be edited using

the system

Recommendation

• Archive for all proposals for reference

• Time constrain functions

• Editable submitted proposal

• File attachment function

Product

Demonstration
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APPENDIX ID:



^pms\main l.asp

janguage=VBScript%>

Main module (User:student)

— #INCLUDE FILE='_library\libFunctions.asp'-->
— #INCLUDE FILE='_library\ADOVBS.lNC'—>
—#INCLUDE FILE=' library\error.asp'—>

;onn, rsViewProposal, sqlViewProposal, sqlMySV, rsMySV, strSUPV_NAME
rsViewAnnouncement, sqlViewAnnouncement

:onn = server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")
.Open = "Provider-SQLOLEDB.l;Password=*****;User ID^sa;Initial Catalog=fypms;Data
3ource=CHEEP"

rsViewProposal = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
rsMySV = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
rsViewAnnouncement = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")

LewAnnouncement = "SELECT SUBJECT, MESSAGE, DATEPOST FROM dbo.NOTICE ORDER BY

3ATEP0ST DESC"

^Announcement.Open sqlViewAnnouncement, conn

-BEGIN TOP OF PAGE-

'Create procedures to generate HTML

ltmlHeader( "Final Year Project Management System - Status" }
htmlDetailt "" )

ltmlFooter ()

FUNCTIONS ************>

;tion to read the values from the table & display in the fixed format
mction htmlDetail{ strTitle)

Response.write("<BODY Link='RED' TopMargin='0' Link='BLUE' leftMargin=0 topMargin=0 /
:ightMargin=0 MARGINHEIGHT=0 MARGINWIDTH=0>" ) & VBCRLF
Response.write("<SCRIPT language=JavaScript src=""_library/menu_array.js""x/SCRIPT>*
') & VBCRLF

Response.write("<SCRIPT language=JavaScript src=""_library/mmenu.js"" type=text/ tf
iavascript></SCRIPT>")& VBCRLF

_e align=center border=0 width="780"cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
:tr>

:td>

:table width="780" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr>

<td valign=topximg src="images/header.jpg" width="780" height="67" ></td>
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</tr>

c/table>

*r><br>

stable width="780" border="0" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0" ID="Tablel">
ctr>

ctd align=right style="font-size:8pt"><b>Logged in user: <a style="color:blue"X%= x
session("NAME")%> {<%=session("USERTYPE")%>)</a></b></td>
'/tr>

i/table>
stable width="780" border="0" cellpadding-"2" cellspacing="0">

£tr>

ctd align =center style="font-size:lOpt" bgcolor=#ff9933><b>ANNOUNCEMENT</bX/td>
</tr>

<tr>

ctd style="font-size:10pt" bgcolor=#d4d0c8>&nbsp;<bx%=rsViewAnnouncement("SUBJECT") *
6Xbrxbr>&nbsp;<%=rsViewAnnouncement ("MESSAGE") %></bx/td>
=:/tr>
ctr>

ctd align =right style="font-size: 8pt"xi>Posted by: Nordin Zakaria</ix/td>
</tr>

;tr>

ctd align =right style="font-size: 8pt"xi>Date: <%=rsViewAnnouncement ("DATEPOST") %></ vt
Lx/td>

c/tr>
c/table>

stable width="780" border="0" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0" ID="Table2">
ctr>

ctd colspan=3 align^center style="font-size:lOpt" bgcolor=#000000 style="color:white"tf
><b>PROPOSAL STATUS</bx/td>

</tr>

c/table>
stable width="780" border="l" cellpadding="l" cellspacing-"0" ID="Table3">
<tr style="font-size:9pt" bgcolor=Gainsboro><td width=4 0% align^center>&nbsp;<b> *
?roposal</b></tdxtd width=20% align=center>&nbsp;<b>Group</bx/td><td width-20% tf
align=center>&nbsp;<b>Supervisor</b></tdxtd width=10% align=center>5nbsp;<b>Status</ \t
D></td><td width=10% align=center>&nbsp;<b>Action</bx/tdx/tr>
a

sqlViewProposal = "SELECT dbo.USER^ACCOUNT.USERID, dbo.PROPOSAL_STUDENT.TITLE, dbo. tf
PROPOSAL_STUDENT.RESEARCH_AREA, dbo.PROPOSAL_STUDENT.APPROVAL_STATUS, dbo. X
PROPOSAL_STUDENT.SUPV_ID FROM dbo.USER__ACCOUNT INNER JOIN dbo.PR0P0SAL_STUDENT ON dbo*
.USER_ACCOUNT.USERID = dbo.PROPOSAL_STUDENT.USERID WHERE (dbo.PROPOSAL_STUDENT.USERID«•
- '"& session ("USERID") &"M"

rsViewProposal.Open sqlViewProposal, conn

if rsViewProposal.EOF then%>

<tr style="font~size:9pt" bgcolor=Gainsboroxtd colspan =5 align=center><br>No \£
proposal submitted<br>&nbsp;</td></tr>

slse

Do While NOT rsViewProposal.EOF%>

<%if rsViewProposal("APPROVAL_STATUS")= "P" then%>

<tr style="font-size : 9pt" bgcolor=GainsboroXtd align=center>&nbsp;<ix%=wr
rsViewProposal ("TITLE") %></ix/tdxtd align=centerX%=rsViewProposal ("RESEARCH_AREA") /
l></tdxtd align=center>&nbsp;</tdxtd align=center>&nbsp;<a style="color: red"> tf
Pending</a></td><td align=center>&nbsp;</tdx/tr>
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<%elseif rsViewProposal("APPROVAL^STATUS")= "A" Then

sqlMySv = "SELECT * FROM USER_ACCOUNT WHERE USERID = '"& rsViewProposal
"SUPV_ID") &"'"

rsMySV.Open sqlMySV, conn

strSUPV_NAME = rsMySVC'NAME")

rsMySV.Close

<tr style="font-size:9pt" bgcolor=Gainsboro><td align=center>&nbsp;<ix%= tf
rsViewProposal ("TITLE" )%></ix/td><td align=center><%=rsViewProposal ("RESEARCH__AREA") *f
ftx/td><td align=center>&nbsp;<%=strSUPV_NAME%X/tdxtd align=center>&nbsp;<a style= *
"color:blue">Approved</a></td><td align=center><form method =post name =frmConfirm x
action ="main_l_confirm.asp?title=<%=rsViewProposal("TITLE")%>&id=<%=session("USERID'V
)%>Ssupv_id=<%=rsViewProposal("SUPV_ID")%>"xbr><input type ^submit name = "confirm"
value="Confirmn></form></td></tr>

<%elseif rsViewProposal("APPROVAL_STATUS")= "C" Then

sqlMySv = "SELECT * FROM USER_ACCOUNT WHERE USERID = '"& rsViewProposal(
"SUPV_ID") &"f"

rsMySV.Open sqlMySV, conn

strSUPVJJAME - rsMySVC'NAME")

rsMySV.Close

*

*

<tr style="font-size:9pt" bgcolor=GainsboroXtd align=center>&nbsp;<i><%= tf
rsViewProposal ("TITLE")%x/ix/td><td align=centerX%=rsViewProposal ("RESEARCH_AREA") <£
%></tdxtd align=center>&nbsp;<%=strSUPV_NAME%X/tdxtd align=center>&nbsp;<a style= tf
"color:blue">Confirmed</a></tdxtd align=center>&nbsp;</tdx/tr>

<%elseif rsViewProposal("APPROVAL_STATUS") = "R" then%>
<tr style="font-size:9pt" bgcolor=Gainsboro><td align-center>&nbsp;<i><%=

rsViewProposal ("TITLE") %></ix/tdxtd align=center><%=rsViewProposal {"RESEARCH_AREA") x
%X/tdxtd align=center>&nbsp;<%=strSUPV_NAME%x/td><td align=center>&nbsp;<a style= yf
"color:red">Rejected</a></td><td align=center><form method =post name =frmDelete *
action ="main_l_delete.asp?title=<%=rsViewProposal{"TITLE")%>&id=<%=session("USERID")X
%>"><br><input type =submit name = "delete" value="Delete"x/form></td></tr>

*

<%elseif rsViewProposal("APPROVAL_STATUS")= "D" then%>
<tr style="font-size:9pt" bgcolor=Gainsboro><td align=center>&nbsp;<i><%= *

rsViewProposal ("TITLE") %></i></tdxtd align=center><%=rsViewProposal ("RESEARCH_AREA") \t
%x/td><td align=center>&nbsp;</td><td align=center>&nbsp;<a style="color:red"> *
Dropped</aX/td><td align=center>&nbsp;</td></tr>

<%else%>

<%end if%>

<%
rsViewProposal.MoveNext

Loop
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<%end if%>

</table>

c%rsViewProposal.Close%>

<br>

</td>

</tr>

able>

*;nd function

'Free the resources that the recordset variable & Data Connection was using
function htmlFooter()

Response.Write "</body>" & VBCRLF
2nd function

Lpt language^"JavaScript">
Dr USER

:ion checkStatus{}

document.location = 'main_l.asp';

-ion checkSubmitProposal()

document.location = 'newproposal_l.asp';

ion checkSubmitReport()

document.location - 'report_l .asp*;

ion checkAnnouncement()

document.location ~ 'messages^!.asp";

ion checklnbox()

document.location = 'messages_l_inbox.asp';

:ion checkSetting()



fl?ms \ma in __1. asp

document.location = *setting_l.asp';

}

;ion checkSchedule()

f

document.location == 'schedule_l.asp';

}

;ion BarPanelO

(
<% if Session("ACCESSED") = "3" or Session("ACCESSED") = "2" then %>

document.location = 'BarLst.asp' ;
<% else %>

alert("You don't have access for this Module.");

<% end if %>

\

:ion underConstruct{)

[
alert("Under Construction.");

\
—>

C/SCRIPT>

nl>
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Janguage=VBScript%>

Submit Proposal module —>

--#INCLUDE FILE='_library\libFunctions-asp'—>
-#INCLUDE FILE='_librafy\ADOVBS.INC'—>
—#INCLUDE FILE='_library\error.asp'—>

^onn, rsAdd, sqlAdd, rsFindSupv, sqlFindSupv, rsFindMinPending, sqlFindMinPending, *
rsFindMinConfirmed, sqlFindMinConfirmed, rsFindMinApproved, sqlFindMmApproved, *
cs^SdMiSRejected, sqlFindMinRejected, rsFindMinRank, sqlFindMinRank, rsUpdatePending*
^t?ase?ID?est?Title, strProbStat, strQbj, strArea, strSummary, strTools, strGroup, *
intMinPending, intMinRank, intMinApproved, intMinConfirmed, intMinRejected
conn = server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")
.Open = "Provider-SQLOLEDB.l;Password^****;User ID=sa;Initial Catalog=fypms;Data tf
Source=CHEEP"

rsFindSupv = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
rsFindMinPending = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
rsFindMinConfirmed = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet )
rsFindMinApproved = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
rsFindMinRejected = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
rsFindMinRank = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
rsAdd = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet-}
rsUpdatePending = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")

itle - Request.Form("txtTitle")
robStat = Request.Form("txtProbStat")
toj = Request.Form("txtObj")
,rea = Request .Formf'lstGroup")
.ummary = Request.Form{"txtSummary")
•ools = Request.Form("txtTools")

don("strGroup") = strArea

>onse.Write strArea

id minimum pending

'indMinPending = "SELECT MIN(PENDING) as MIN_PENDING FROM PROPOSAL_SETTING where *
RESEARCH_GROUP = '" & strArea & "*"
.ndMinPending.Open sqlFindMinPending, conn

linPending = rsFindMinPending("MIN^PENDING")

)onse.Write intMinPending & "(P)"

id minimum approved out of minimum pending

i-indMinApproved » "SELECT MIN(APPROVED) as MINAPPROVED FROM PROPOSAL_SETTING where *
RESEARCHJ3R0UP = '" & strArea & "' and PENDING = '" & intMinPending & "'"
LndMinApproved.Open sqlFindMinApproved, conn

linApproved = rsFindMinApproved("MIN_APPROVED"}

ponse.Write intMinApproved & "(A)"

id minimum confirmed out of min.pending and min.approved

FindMinConfirmed = "SELECT MIN(CONFIRMED) as MIN_CONFIRMED FROM PR0P0SALJ3ETTING where*
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RESEARCHJ3R0UP = "' & strArea & "' and PENDING - '" & intMinPending & "* and _*
APPROVED = '" & intMinApproved & "'"
ndMinConfirmed.Open sqlFindMinConfirmed, conn

inConfirmed = rsFindMinConfirmed("MIN_CONFIRMED")

onse.Write intMinConfirmed 5 "(C)"

d minimum rejected out of min.pending and min.approved and min.confirmed

'indMinRejected = "SELECT MIN(REJECTED) as MIN__REJECTED FROM PROPOSAL_SETTING where _-
RESEARCH GROUP = '" & strArea & "* and PENDING = '" & intMinPending & "' and APPROVED*
= '" & intMinApproved & "' and CONFIRMED = '" & intMinConfirmed S ""'

ndMinRejected.Open sqlFindMinRejected, conn

[inRejected = rsFindMinRejected("MIN__REJECTED")

onse.Write intMinRejected & "(R)"

.d minimum rank out of min.pending and min.approved and min.confirmed and min.rejected

'indMinRank = "SELECT MIN(RANK) as MIN_RANK FROM PROPOSAL_SETTING where RESEARCHJ3R0UP*
=- '" & strArea & "• and PENDING « '" & intMinPending & '" and APPROVED = '" & *
intMinApproved & '" and CONFIRMED = '" £ intMinConfirmed S '" and REJECTED = *" & *
intMinRejected & "'"
.ndMinRank.Open sqlFindMinRank, conn

iinRank = rsFindMinRank("MIN_RANK")

>onse.Write intMinRank & "(R)"

td the sv using above min. value

^indSupv = "SELECT * FROM PROPOSAL__SETTING where RESEARCH_GROUP = *" & strArea & '" *
and PENDING = "' & intMinPending & "' and APPROVED - *" & intMinApproved & "' and *
CONFIRMED = •" & intMinConfirmed & '" and REJECTED = "* & intMinRejected & *" and *
RANK = '" & intMinRank & "'"

.ndSupv.Open sqlFindSupv,conn

rsFindSupv.EOF then

sv found

found

;UPV_ID - rsFindSupv("SUPV_ID")

>onse.Write strSUPV_ID

idd = "INSERT INTO PROPOSAL_STUDENT values ('"& session{"USERID") &,r,,*"& strTitle &"'*
,'"& strProbStat &"','"& strObj &"','"& strArea &"*,'"& strSummary &n',%n& strTools &*
'",'"& strSUPVJED &"','P')"

Id.Open sqlAdd,conn

IpdatePending = "UPDATE PROPOSAL_SETTING SET PENDING = PENDING + 1 where SUPV_ID = *" *
& strSUPV_ID & '""
idatePending.Open sqlUpdatePending,conn

jonse.Redirect("newproposal_l_submit_success.asp"}

if

2
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ndSupv.Close

-BEGIN TOP OF PAGE-

'Create procedures to generate HTML
htmlHeader( "Final Year Project Management System - Proposal"
htmlDetaiK "" }

htmlFooter()

**** FUNCTIONS ************ '

LCtion to read the values from the table & display in the fixed format
'unction htmlDetail( strTitle)
Response.write("<BODY Link='RED« TopMargin='0' Link='BLUE' leftMargin=0 topMargm=0 *
rightMargin=0 MARGINHEIGHT=0 MARGINWIDTH=0>" ) & VBCRLF
Response.write("<SCRIPT language=JavaScript src=""__library/menu_array.js""x/SCRIPT>*

") & VBCRLF
Response.write("<SCRIPT language=JavaScript src=""_library/mmenu.js"" type=text/ *
javascriptx/SCRIPT>")S VBCRLF

End function

'Free the resources that the recordset variable & Data Connection was using
Function htmlFooter()

Response.Write "</body>" & VBCRLF
End function

:ipt language--"JavaScript">
^or USER

:tion checkStatus()

{
document.location = *main_l.asp*;

}

;tion checkSubmitProposal()

t
document.location - *newproposal_l.asp';

}
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.tion checkSubmitReport()

{
document.location = 'report_l.aspT;

}

:tion checkMessages()

{
document.location = 'messages_l.asp';

}

:tion checkSetting()

{
document.location = 'setting l.asp';

:tion checkSchedule()

{
document.location = *schedule^!.asp *;

}

:tion BarPanel ()

{
<% if Session("ACCESSJED") = "3" or Session("ACCESS__ID") = "2" then %>

document.location = 'BarLst.asp' ;
<% else %>

alert("You don't have access for this Module.");
<% end if %>

}

:tion underConstruct()

{
alert("Under Construction.");

}
—>

</SCRIPT>

:ml>
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-anguage^VBScript%>

Process of approval module —>

~#INCLUDE FILE='_library\libFunctions.asp'—>
--#INCLUDE FILE='_library\ADQVBS.INC'—>
—#INCLUDE FILE='_library\error.asp'—>

:onn, rsViewProposal, sqlViewProposal, rsViewAHProposal, rsUpdateStatus,
:qlUpdateStatus, sqlAddSV, rsAddSV, rsUpdateSetting, sqlUpdateSetting

:onn = server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")

Open = "Provider=SQLOLEDB.l;Password=*****;User ID=sa;Initial Catalog=fypms;Data
lource=CHEEP"

•sViewProposal = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
•sViewAHProposal = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
•sUpdateStatus = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
•sAddSV = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")
sUpdateSetting = server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet")

ewAHProposal = "SELECT dbo.PROPOSAL_STUDENT.USERID, dbo.PROPOSAL_STUDENT.TITLE, dbo*
PROPOSAL_STUDENT.PROBSTAT, dbo.PROPOSAL_STUDENT.OBJ, dbo.PROPOSAL STUDENT.SUMMARY, *
bo.PROPOSAL_STUDENT.TOOLS, dbo.USER_ACCOUNT.NAME, dbo.DSER_ACCOUNT.EMAIL, dbo. *
SER_ACCOUNT.CONTACTNO FROM dbo.PR0POSAL_STUDENT INNER JOIN dbo.USER_ACCOUNT ON dbo. *
ROPOSAL_STUDENT.USERID « dbo.USER_ACCOUNT.USERID WHERE (dbo.PROP0SAL_STUDENT.USERID *
"'& session("strUserID") &*") AND (dbo.PROPOSAL_STUDENT.TITLE = '"& session( *

strTitle") s"'}"

wAllProposal.Open sqlViewAHProposal, conn

quest.Form("tbc") <> "" then

dateStatus = "UPDATE PROPOSAL_STUDENT SET APPROVAL_STATUS = *P' WHERE USERID = '"& *
ession("strUserID") &"' and TITLE = '"s session("strTitle") &"•"

ateStatus.Open sqlUpdateStatus, conn

nse.Redirect "proposal_2.asp"

f

quest.Form("approve") <> "" then

dateStatus = "UPDATE PROPOSAL_STUDENT SET APPROVAL__STATUS = 'A' WHERE USERID = '"& *
essionfstrUserlD") &"* and TITLE = *"& session("strTitle") &"'"

ateStatus.Open sqlUpdateStatus, conn

dateSetting = "UPDATE PROPOSAL^SETTING SET PENDING = PENDING - 1, APPROVED = *
PPROVED + 1 where SUPV_ID = '"& session("USERID") &"'"
3teSetting.0pen sqlUpdateSetting, conn

rise.Redirect "proposal_2.asp"

f

guest.Form("reject") <> "" then
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>dateStatus = "UPDATE PROPOSAL_STUDENT SET APPROVAL_STATUS = 'R* WHERE USERID = ,M& *
session("strUserlD") &"* and TITLE = *"& session("strTitle") &"'"

lateStatus.Open sqlUpdateStatus, conn

)dateSetting = "UPDATE PROPOSAL__SETTING SET PENDING = PENDING - 1, REJECTED = *
REJECTED + 1 where SUPV_ID = '"& session("USERID") &"'"
iateSetting.Open sqlUpdateSetting, conn

mse.Redirect "proposal_2.asp"
_f

-BEGIN TOP OF PAGE-

1Create procedures to generate HTML
itmlHeader( "Final Year Project Management System - Proposal" )
htmlDetaiK "" )

ltmlFooter ()

FUNCTIONS ************ i

;tion to read the values from the table & display in the fixed format
mction htmlDetail( strTitle)
Response.write("<BODY Link='RED' TopMargin='0' Link='BLUE' leftMargin=0 topMargin=0 *
:ightMargin=0 MARGINHEIGHT=0 MARGINWIDTH=0>" } & VBCRLF
Response.write("<SCRIPT language=JavaScript src="n_library/menu_array.js""x/SCRIPT>*
') & VBCRLF

Response.write("<SCRIPT language-JavaScript src=""_library/mmenu.js"" type=text/ *
javascriptx/SCRIPT>"}& VBCRLF

ind function

'Free the resources that the recordset variable & Data Connection was using
function htmlFooter()

Response.Write "</body>" & VBCRLF
Lnd function

Lpt language="JavaScript">
Dr USER

tion checkStatus()

{
document.location = 'main l.asp';
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:ion checkSubmitProposal(}
r

l

document.location = 'newproposal_l.asp';

I

:ion checkSubmitReport()

document.location = 'report_l.asp';

\

:ion checkMessages()

document.location = 'messages__l.asp';

;ion checkSetting()

document.location = *setting_l.asp';

\

:ion checkSchedule()

[
document.location = 'schedule_l.asp';

;ion BarPanel()

<% if Session ("ACCESSED") = "3" or Session("ACCESS_ID") = "2" then %>
document.location = 'BarLst.asp' ;

<% else %>

alert("You don't have access for this Module.");

<% end if %>

;ion underConstruct()

alert("Under Construction.");

—>

:/SCRIPT>

il>


